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Ocean9 Configurator for SAP HANA on Amazon Web Services  --  
Easy System Scoping with Advisory Services for Cloud Success 

  
 

San Francisco, September 15, 2016 – Ocean9 announces the unlimited public release of the Ocean9 

Configurator for SAP HANA on Amazon Web Service (AWS). This offering provides fast and easy system 

scoping for SAP HANA running on AWS environments across a range of sizes – from 30 GB to 14 TB 

and beyond. 

 

The Ocean9 Configurator finely differentiates between development, test, and productive workloads – 

including single or clustered systems optimized for business continuity and disaster recovery. It also 

provides full and up-to-date pricing transparency across all relevant AWS consumption models.  

 

This release comes at a time of growing SAP offerings on AWS. Following the recent announcement of 

expanded SAP production certifications for the Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) X1 instance type, 

Ocean9 customers can deploy the following SAP production certified landscapes (sizing relates to 

compressed data volume): 

 

• SAP S/4HANA systems up to 2 TB 

• SAP BW/4HANA systems up to 14 TB 

 

“We are excited to provide our unique configurator to all customers and partners in the SAP ecosystem,” 

says Swen Conrad, CEO at Ocean9. “We have seen tremendous interest in our managed cloud service 

for SAP HANA driven by our unique ability to fully configure and deploy a 14 TB SAP BW/4HANA system 

in under 20 minutes.” 

 

Fast ROI: The Ocean9 Jumpstart Package for SAP HANA on AWS  

With the Ocean9 Jumpstart Package for SAP HANA on AWS, organizations can get up to speed with 

almost any variety of SAP HANA systems in the cloud quickly and securely. This package combines the 

Configurator with the Ocean9 turnkey Managed Cloud Service for SAP HANA – as well as deep advisory 

services and comprehensive customer-controlled conference room pilots. And at the end of the week-

long engagement, customers retain future access to and control of their SAP HANA cloud environments.  

 

Digital Transformation: The Ocean9 Strategic Advisory Package 

In addition, Ocean9 also offers a strategic advisory package, with projects lasting 1-2 weeks. Tailored to 

focus on the customer’s situation, concerns, and goals, this package is designed to deliver deep insights 

into the latest technology and business trends – such as overall cloud strategy or digital transformation. 

Deliverables include a strategic architecture and roadmap combined with business cases and concrete 

proofs of concept – such as a bill-of-services – to get started. 
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“We just closed all four datacenters running SAP workloads,” says Fazley Rabbi, IT Director at Pacific 

Inter-link Group in Malaysia. “Key to our success, was strong cloud advisory services for our migration to 

SAP on AWS. Finally, we can focus on business transformation – and this has helped change the 

perception of IT from a cost center to a value center!” 

 

About Ocean9: 

Ocean9 enables our customers’ Digital Transformation journey through cloud native and modular X-as-a-

Service solutions with a focus on SAP, Big Data and IoT. Please visit our website at www.ocean9.io to 

find out more about Ocean9 and its innovative cloud solutions and advisory. 
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